Abstract

Probabilistic inference on a big data scale is becoming increasingly relevant to both the machine learning and statistics communities. Here we introduce the first fully distributed MCMC algorithm based on stochastic gradients. We argue that stochastic gradient MCMC algorithms are particularly suited for distributed inference because individual chains can draw minibatches from their local pool of data for a flexible amount of time before jumping to or syncing with other chains. This greatly reduces communication overhead and allows adaptive load balancing. Our experiments for LDA on Wikipedia and Pubmed show that relative to the state of the art in distributed MCMC we reduce compute time from 27 hours to half an hour in order to reach the same perplexity level.

1. Introduction

Probabilistic inference methods that can operate on a very large data scale are becoming increasingly relevant in an era that data volume grows exponentially. Two promising directions in this respect are stochastic gradient variational inference (Hoffman et al., 2010) and stochastic gradient MCMC algorithms (Welling & Teh, 2011; Ahn et al., 2012; Patterson & Teh, 2013). The main innovation for both classes of algorithms is that only a small minibatch of data is necessary for every update, allowing many more updates per time interval. In the context of MCMC this leads to much shorter burn-in times and faster mixing speeds. In this paper we are concerned with parallelizing stochastic gradient MCMC algorithms. The most straightforward, embarrassingly parallel implementation would be to copy the full dataset to each worker, run separate Markov chains and use their results as independent samples (see e.g. (Wilkinson, 2006; Laskey & Myers, 2003; Ahn et al., 2013)). However, the size of modern day datasets can be so large that one needs to distribute the data itself between the workers. In this case, one can still parallelize most MCMC algorithms by performing data-specific computations (e.g. the gradient of the log-probability for one data-case) locally on each relevant worker and combining these computations in a master server. The disadvantage of these methods is however that they lead to very high communication costs.

We argue that MCMC algorithms based on stochastic minibatches have a key property that make them ideally suited for parallelization, namely that each Markov chain can independently generate samples for a variable amount of time, which can later be combined. The reason is that each chain can draw minibatches from its local pool of data in order to generate samples. Chains must jump to other machines (synchronously or asynchronously) in order to generate unbiased estimates of the posterior in the limit, but the time spend on each worker is flexible provided that the chain’s hyper-parameters are properly adjusted to remove potential bias. This flexibility leads to less communication (because chains can run longer on individual workers) and entirely removes the problem that fast workers are blocked by slower workers because they depend on their results in order to proceed.

We present distributed stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics (D-SGLD) and apply it to topic modeling. In this setting, we show that relative to the current fastest sequential MCMC sampler (Patterson & Teh,
2. Preliminaries

Let $X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_N\}$ be a dataset of $N$ i.i.d. data points assumed to be sampled from a parameterized distribution $p(x|\theta)$ where $\theta \in \mathbb{R}^d$ has a prior distribution $p(\theta)$. We are interested in collecting samples from the posterior distribution $p(\theta|X) \propto p(X|\theta)p(\theta)$. As discussed above, we assume that the dataset $X$ is too large to reside in a single machine. Therefore, it is partitioned into $S$ subsets, called shards: $X_1, \ldots, X_S$ such that $X = \bigcup_s X_s$ and $N = \sum_s N_s$. We assign shard $X_s = \{x_1^s, \ldots, x_{N_s}^s\}$ to worker $s$, where $s = 1, \ldots, S$. We refer to the posterior distribution based on a specific shard as local posterior: $p(\theta|X_s) \propto p(X_s|\theta)p(\theta)$.

The score function or the gradient of the log likelihood given a data point $x$ is denoted by $g(\theta; x) = \nabla_\theta \log p(\theta; x)$. We also denote a minibatch of $n$ data points by $X^n$ when sampled from $X$ and by $X^n_s$ when sampled from shard $X_s$. Additional time index $t$ is used sometimes to distinguish minibatches sampled over iterations: $X^n_t$. The sum and mean of scores over all elements of a set, $X$, are denoted by $G(\theta; X) = \sum_{x \in X} g(\theta; x)$ and $\bar{g}(\theta; X) = \frac{1}{|X|} G(\theta; X)$ respectively. We now review two approaches to scale up MCMC algorithms; one by using minibatches and the other by using distributed computational resources.

2.1. Minibatch-based MCMC

The stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics (SGLD) proposed by Welling and Teh (2011) is the first sequential minibatch-based MCMC algorithm. In SGLD, the parameters are updated as follows:

$$\theta_{t+1} \leftarrow \theta_t + \frac{\epsilon_t}{2} \{ \nabla \log p(\theta_t) + N \bar{g}(\theta_t; X^n_t) \} + \nu_t. \quad (1)$$

Here $\epsilon_t$ is the step size and $\nu_t \sim N(0, \epsilon_t)$ is the injected Gaussian noise. The gradient of the log-likelihood, $G(\theta; X)$, over the whole dataset is approximated by scaling the mean score, $\bar{g}(\theta_t; X^n_t) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{x \in X^n_t} g(\theta_t; x)$, computed based on a minibatch $X^n_t$ of size $n \ll N$. SGLD does not use accept-reject tests because as the step size goes to zero the acceptance rate tends to one. Therefore, SGLD requires only $O(n)$ computations to generate each sample, unlike traditional MCMC algorithms that require $O(N)$ computations per iteration. Because computing $\bar{g}(\theta_t; X^n_t)$ in parallel within a multi-core worker is straightforward, throughout the paper we assume that each worker is single-core.

We can generalize the SGLD update rule in Eqn. (1) by replacing the mean score $\bar{g}(\theta_t; X^n_t)$ to a general form of score estimator $f(\theta, Z; X)$, where $Z$ is a set of auxiliary random variables associated with the estimator. According to Welling & Teh (2011), an estimator $f(\theta_t, Z; X)$ is guaranteed to converge to the correct posterior if (i) $f(\theta_t, Z; X)$ is an unbiased estimator of $\bar{g}(\theta_t; X)$, i.e., $E_Z[f(\theta_t, Z; X)] = \bar{g}(\theta_t; X)$, where $E_Z$ denotes expectation w.r.t. the distribution $p(Z; X)$, and it has finite variance $\mathbb{V}_Z[f(\theta_t, Z; X)] < \infty$.

Definition 1. We define an estimator $f(\theta, Z; X)$ as a valid SGLD estimator if it is an unbiased estimator of $\bar{g}(\theta, X)$, i.e., $E_Z[f(\theta, Z; X)] = \bar{g}(\theta; X)$, where $E_Z$ denotes expectation w.r.t. the distribution $p(Z; X)$, and it has finite variance $\mathbb{V}_Z[f(\theta, Z; X)] < \infty$.

While SGLD uses minibatches to make proposals, Koottikkara et al. (2014) introduced an alternative way to speed-up MCMC, namely by using a minibatch-based Metropolis-Hastings (MH) test. Using sequential hypothesis tests, the algorithm accepts or rejects samples with high confidence but only using a fraction of the full dataset. The authors showed that with some asymptotic bias will be introduced due to the approximate MH test, the bias can be controlled and the error due to variance is reduced by generating more samples per unit of time. A similar concept is independently proposed by Bardenet et al. (2014).

2.2. Distributed Inference in LDA

Distributing the workload using a cluster of workers is another way of speeding up MCMC. In this paper we will be interested in topic models for which a number of distributed MCMC algorithms have already been developed (our method is more generally applicable however). In approximate distributed LDA (AD-LDA) by Newman et al. (2007) the computation cost per sample is reduced to $O\left(\frac{N}{S}\right)$ by allowing each worker to perform collapsed Gibbs sampling only on its local shard. AD-LDA also corrects (approximately) the biases in the local copies of the global states by allowing for regular global synchronization. However, AD-LDA suffers from some shortcomings. First, it becomes slower as the dataset size increases, unless additional workers are provided. Second, due to the global synchronization, it suffers from the “block-by-the-slowest” problem, meaning that some workers are blocked until the slowest worker finishes its task. Lastly, running parallel chains usually adds large overhead. Yahoo LDA (Y-LDA) (Ahmed et al., 2012; Smola & Narayananurthy, 2010) resolved the block-by-the-slowest problem of AD-LDA by performing asynchronous updates. How-
ever, it is shown that the unbounded asynchronous updates of Y-LDA could deteriorate performance (Ho et al., 2013). In the Experiments section below, we revisit these algorithms in more detail.

3. Distributed Stochastic Gradient Langevin Dynamics (D-SGLD)

3.1. SGLD on Partitioned Dataset

We begin the exposition of our algorithm with the following question: “Is an SGLD algorithm that samples minibatches from randomly chosen local shards valid?” The number of possible combinations of minibatches that can be generated by this procedure is significantly smaller than that of the standard SGLD. The answer will clearly depend on quantities like the shard sizes and shard selection probabilities. We now introduce an estimator $\hat{g}_d$ in the proposition below as an answer to the above question (the proof is provided in the supplementary material).

**Proposition 3.1.** For each shard $s = 1, \ldots, S$, given the shard size, $N_s$, and the normalized shard selection frequency, $q_s$, such that $N_s > 0$, $\sum_{s=1}^{S} N_s = N$, $q_s \in (0,1)$, and $\sum_{s=1}^{S} q_s = 1$, the following estimator is a valid SGLD estimator;

$$
\hat{g}_d(\theta; X^n_s) \equiv \frac{N_s}{N q_s} \hat{g}(\theta; X^n_s)
$$

where shard $s$ is sampled by a scheduler $h(Q)$ with frequencies $Q = \{q_1, \ldots, q_S\}$.

For example, for a single chain, we can at every iteration (1) choose a shard by sampling $s \sim h(Q) =$ Category $(q_1, \ldots, q_S)$, (2) sample a minibatch $X^n_s$ from the selected shard, (3) compute mean score $\hat{g}(\theta; X^n_s)$ using that minibatch, and then (4) multiply the mean score by $\frac{N_s}{N q_s}$ to correct the bias. Then, the resulting SGLD update rule becomes

$$
\theta_{t+1} \leftarrow \theta_t + \frac{\epsilon_t}{2} \left\{ \nabla \log p(\theta_t) + \frac{N_s}{q_s} \hat{g}(\theta_t; X^n_s) \right\} + \nu_t.
$$

We can interpret this as a correction to the stepsizes multiplying $\hat{g}(\theta_t; X^n_s)$ from $\epsilon_t$ to $\epsilon_t \frac{N_s}{N q_s}$. That is, the algorithm takes larger steps for shards that are relatively larger in size and/or used less frequently than others. This implies that every data-case contributes equally to the mixing of the chain. Note that $Q$ represent free parameters that we can choose depending on the system properties.

3.2. Traveling Worker Parallel Chains

Now assume that the shards are distributed between the workers, so from now on selecting shard $s$ is equivalent to choosing worker $s$. We note that running the above algorithm occupies only a single worker at a time. Therefore, assuming single-core workers, it is possible to run $C (\leq S)$ independent and valid SGLD chains in parallel, i.e., one chain per worker. This approach, however, has some shortcomings. First, the communication cycle is still short $O(n)$ because each chain is required to jump to a new worker at every iteration. Second, it can suffer from the block-by-the-slowest problem if its next scheduled worker is still occupied by another chain due to workers’ imbalanced response delays. The response delay, denoted by $d_s$, is defined as the elapsed time that worker $s$ spends to process a $O(n)$ workload. In the following sections, we present our method to address these issues.

3.2.1. Distributed Trajectory Sampling

To deal with the “short-communication-cycle” problem, we propose to use trajectory sampling: instead of jumping to another worker at every iteration, each chain $c$ takes $\tau$ consecutive updates in each visit to a worker. Then, after $\tau$ updates, only the last ($\tau$th) state is passed to the next worker of the chain. Trajectory sampling reduces communication overhead by increasing the communication cycle from $O(n)$ to $O(\tau n)$. Furthermore, instead of transferring all samples collected over a trajectory to the master, we can store them in a distributed way by caching each trajectory at its corresponding worker. This keeps the packet size at $O(1)$ regardless of the trajectory length, and mitigates the memory problem caused by storing many large-scale samples at a single machine.

In trajectory sampling for parallel chains, we employ a scheduler $h_c(Q)$ for each chain $c$ to choose the next worker from which the next trajectory is sampled. Note that now the scheduler is called with an interval $\tau$. Because there are a total of $C$ such schedulers (one per chain), the schedulers should avoid two situations in order to be efficient: (1) collision (i.e., multiple chains visit a worker at the same time), and (2) jump-in-place (i.e., jumping to the current worker) which can negatively affect mixing across shards. One way to avoid these issues is to set $Q$ uniform, and simply use a random permutation (or, cyclic rotation) to assign chains to workers. That is, we can sample the chain-to-worker assignments by $(s^1, \ldots, s^C) \sim (h_1(Q), \ldots, h_C(Q)) = \text{randperm}(S)$. Here, $s^c$ denotes a worker that chain $c$ is scheduled to visit; we assume $C = S$ for simplicity.

Similar to the effect of step sizes in standard SGLD, trajectory lengths can also be used to control the level of approximation by trading off computation time with
asymptotic accuracy. As both the trajectory length and the annealed step sizes \( \{\epsilon_t\} \) can affect the equilibrium distribution of the chain, consider first that \( \epsilon \) is fixed. Then, with a long trajectory, we can reduce the communication overhead at the cost of some loss in asymptotic accuracy. In fact, it is not difficult to see that in this case our method samples from a mixture of local posteriors, \( \frac{1}{T^*} \sum_{s=1}^S p(\theta|X_s) \) at one end of the spectrum where long trajectory lengths are used, and it approaches the true posterior at the other end of the spectrum with short trajectory lengths (and \( \epsilon \) is small enough). Note that this is indeed the desired behavior when dealing with massive datasets. That is, as \( N \to \infty \), the local posteriors become close to the true posterior and thus the error decreases by the central limit theorem (provided \( X_s \) is a uniform random partition of \( X \)): \( \tilde{g}(\theta;X_s) \sim N(\mathbb{E}[g(\theta;x)], \text{Cov}[g(\theta;x)])/N_s) \). Therefore, as the dataset increases, we can increase the trajectory length accordingly without a significant loss in asymptotic accuracy. The following Corollary 3.2 states that for any finite \( \tau \), trajectory sampling is a valid SGLD (assuming the stepsizes decrease to zero over time).

**Corollary 3.2.** A trajectory sampler with a finite \( \tau \geq 1 \), obtained by redefining the worker (shard) selection process \( h(\mathcal{Q}) \) in Proposition 3.1 by the process \( h(\mathcal{Q}, \tau) \), is a valid SGLD sampler. \( h(\mathcal{Q}, \tau) \) : for chain \( c \) at iteration \( t \), choose the next worker \( s^c_{t+1} \) by

\[
\begin{cases}
\tilde{h}(\mathcal{Q}), & \text{if } t = k\tau \text{ for } k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \\
s^c_t, & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \tilde{h}(\mathcal{Q}) \) is an arbitrary scheduler with selection probabilities \( \mathcal{Q} \).

### 3.2.2. Adaptive Load Balancing

Using trajectory sampling, we can mitigate the short-communication-cycle problem. Moreover, if response delays are balanced, we can set \( \mathcal{Q} \) to be uniform and use a random permutation scheduler to keep the block-by-the-slowest delay small. However, for imbalanced response delays, using uniform \( \mathcal{Q} \) would lead to long block-by-the-slowest delays (See, Fig. 1 (a)). In this section, we propose a solution to balance the workloads by adapting \( \mathcal{Q} \) to the worker response delays.

The basic idea is to make the faster workers work longer until the slower workers finish their tasks so that the overall response times of the workers become as balanced as possible. For instance, twice longer trajectories can be used for a worker that is twice as fast. More specifically, we achieve this by (1) having uniform worker selection and (2) setting the trajectory length \( \tau_s \) of worker \( s \) to \( \tau_s = q_s T \); here, \( q_s \) is set to \( d_s^{-1} / \sum_{s=1}^S d_s^{-1} \) (i.e., the relative speed of worker \( s \)), and \( \tilde{\tau} \) is a user-defined mean trajectory length: \( \mathbb{E}[\tau_s] = \sum_{s=1}^S q_s \tilde{\tau} S = \tilde{\tau} \) (the expectation is w.r.t. the worker selection probability \( 1/S \)). In other words, we select a worker uniformly and perform trajectory sampling of length \( \tau_s \), which is proportional to the relative speed of the worker, \( q_s \). (If \( \tau_s \) is not an integer, we can either adjust \( \tilde{\tau} \) to make it integer or take simply the closest integer.) Note that using unequal trajectory lengths across the workers remains a valid SGLD because the step sizes are properly corrected by \( \text{Eqn. (2)} \) where \( q_s \propto \tau_s \). This is illustrated in Figure 1 and stated in Corollary 3.3.

**Corollary 3.3.** Given \( \tau_s \), where \( 1 \leq \tau_s < \infty \) for \( s = 1, \ldots, S \), the adaptive trajectory sampler, obtained by redefining the worker (shard) selection process \( h(\mathcal{Q}) \) in Proposition 3.1 by the process \( h(\mathcal{Q}, \{\tau_s\}) \) below, is a valid SGLD sampler. \( h(\mathcal{Q}, \{\tau_s\}) \) : for chain \( c \) at iteration \( t \), choose the next worker \( s^c_{t+1} \) by

\[
\begin{cases}
\tilde{h}(1/S), & \text{if } t = k\tau_s \text{ for } k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \\
s^c_t, & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \tilde{h}(1/S) \) is a scheduler with uniform selection probabilities.

Our method can deal with temporal imbalances as well. To this end, the master needs to monitor the changes in response delays; when a substantial change is detected, a new trajectory plan \( \mathcal{T} = (\tau'_1, \ldots, \tau'_S) \) can replace the old one. Note that although this on-
the new states, we have \( \theta_{t+1} = \frac{1}{R} \sum_{r=1}^{R} \theta_{t+1}^{(r)} \), which is
\[
\theta_t + \frac{\epsilon_t}{2} \left\{ \nabla \log p(\theta_t) + \frac{N}{nR} \sum_{x \in U, X_t \sim \theta_t} g(\theta_t; x) \right\} + \tilde{\nu}_t \quad (6)
\]
Here we used \( \frac{1}{R} \sum_{r=1}^{R} \nabla \log p(\theta_t^r) = \nabla \log p(\theta_t) \) and \( \frac{1}{R} \sum_{r=1}^{R} \nu_t^r = \nu_t, \) noting that \( \nu_t = \nu_t \) for all \( r. \) Note that although the averaged noise \( \tilde{\nu}_t = \frac{1}{R} \sum_{r=1}^{R} \nu_t^r \) has smaller variance \( \mathcal{N}(0, \frac{\epsilon_t^2}{n}) \) than the standard SGLD, we can recover a valid SGLD with additional noise \( \eta_t = \mathcal{N}(0, \frac{\epsilon_t^2}{n}) \) so that \( \tilde{\nu}_t + \eta_t \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \epsilon_t^2) \). By the central limit theorem, the variance of the estimator of \( \tilde{g}(\theta_t; X) \) reduces from \( \frac{\text{Cov}[g(\theta_t; x)]}{n} \) to \( \frac{\text{Cov}[g(\theta_t; x)]}{R n} \).

Although this approach leads to a valid SGLD with reduced variance in the gradient estimation, unfortunately it is difficult to perform the trajectory sampling in this case since it requires communication among chains at each update. One way to bypass this issue is to employ the averaging strategy only at the end of each trajectory during the burn-in period. Alternatively, we can gradually reduce the number of chains being coupled. Note that although coupling chains imposes algorithmic dependency, it is weaker than other algorithms (e.g., AD-LDA) that require synchronizations for all workers since (1) the number of dependent chains, \( R \), in our method is relatively small (\( R < S \)), and (2) the response delays are already balanced by the adaptive trajectory sampling.

4. Experiments
4.1. Simple Demonstration
We first illustrate our proposed method based on sampling from a multivariate normal posterior distribution obtained by assuming a normal prior \( \mathcal{N}(\mu_0, \Sigma_0) \) on the \( d \)-dimension mean \( \mu_x \) of a normal distribution \( \mathcal{N}(x; \mu_x, \Sigma_x) \) from which we have observed \( N \) samples. Because this is a conjugate prior, the posterior distribution is also a normal distribution: \( \mathcal{N}(\mu_N, \Sigma_N) \)

---

3.2.3. Variance Reduction by Chain Coupling
Here, we introduce one approach that could reduce the variance of the gradient estimator in Eqn (2) by having some interactions among the chains. The basic idea is to “tie” a group of chains by averaging their corresponding samples. More specifically, consider \( R \leq S \) chains forming a group and staying at a state \( \theta_t \) at time \( t, \) i.e., \( \theta_t^{(r)} = \theta_t \) for \( r = 1, \ldots, R. \) After an update using the standard SGLD update rule in Eqn. (1), we have \( R \) different states \( \theta_{t+1}^{(1)}, \ldots, \theta_{t+1}^{(R)} \). By averaging

![Figure 2. Bias correction and trajectory length effects.](image-url)
with \( \mu_N = \Sigma_N(\Sigma_x^{-1}(\sum_{i=1}^N x_i) + \Sigma_0^{-1}\mu_0) \) and \( \Sigma_N = (\Sigma_0^{-1} + N\Sigma_x^{-1})^{-1} \).

To examine the bias correction effect, we allocated a total of 20,000 data points to a cluster of 20 workers. Furthermore, we made the shard sizes \( \{N_s\} \) highly imbalanced by setting \( N_s = 500 \) for 10 workers and setting \( N_s = 1500 \) for the remaining 10 workers. Then, to impose a higher level of imbalance, we also used the small shards 7 times more often than the large shards by setting the trajectory lengths for the small shards to 70 and those for the large shards to 10. We set the step size \( \epsilon \) to \( 10^{-7} \) and the minibatch size to \( n = 300 \).

In Fig. 2 (a) and (b), the black dotted circles represent the 2-d marginal covariance centered at the mean of the 20 local posteriors. Note that these are rescaled such that small circles represent the local posteriors based on small shards, whereas the large circles represent the local posteriors based on large shards. Also, the red circle represents the true posterior, and the dotted blue circle represents the empirical distribution based on our samples. As we can see, our algorithm corrects the bias. We have evaluated our method for various dimensions (up to \( d = 100 \)) and found similar results.

The effect of trajectory lengths is also tested in Fig. 2 (c) and (d) using two different trajectory lengths, \( \tau = 10,000 \) and \( \tau = 200 \), for a cluster of 4 workers. Here, the shard size was set to 2,000 for each worker, the trajectory lengths were kept the same for all workers, and the step size, \( \epsilon \), was set to \( 2 \times 10^{-6} \). As described in section 3.2.1, we can see that D-SGLD samples from a mixture of the local posteriors with long trajectory lengths and becomes close to the standard SGLD posterior as the length decreases.

4.2. Distributed Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Next, we evaluate our method based on an important distributed inference problem, namely, large-scale LDA, by comparing the following algorithms:

(a) **AD-LDA**: In AD-LDA, to obtain a single sample, each worker \( s \) performs collapsed Gibbs iterations only on the full local shard (and is thus approximate), and then synchronizes its local topic assignments \( n_{k,w}^s \) (for topic \( k \) and word \( w \)) at the master to obtain the global state \( n_{k,w} \) based on the update \( n_{k,w} \leftarrow n_{k,w} + \sum_{s=1}^S (n_{k,w}^s - n_{k,w}^s) \). Then, the local state is updated by the new global state, \( n_{k,w}^s \leftarrow n_{k,w} \).

(b) **Async-LDA** (Y-LDA): Unlike AD-LDA, Y-LDA performs asynchronous updates for the global state by the update, \( n_{k,w} \leftarrow n_{k,w} + \sum_{s=1}^S (\hat{n}_{k,w}^s - n_{k,w}^s) \). Here, \( \hat{n}_{k,w}^s \) is a copy of the old local state at the time of previous synchronization. Because Y-LDA is a specific implementation optimized along with many other dimensions, we implemented an algorithm called Async-LDA which replaces the update of AD-LDA with the asynchronous update of Y-LDA. Async-LDA was used to compare with the load balancing ability of D-SGLD.

(c) **SGRLD**: Stochastic gradient Riemannian Langevin dynamics (SGRLD) (Patterson & Teh, 2013) is a specific SGLD sampler designed to sample from the probability simplex using Riemannian manifold. For LDA, SGRLD achieved fast mixing rate and resulted in the state-of-the-art performance. Note that SGRLD runs on a single machine without communication overhead. Specifically, SGRLD samples from a \( W \)-dimension topic probability simplex \( \theta_k \), and the mean score \( \bar{g}(\theta_{kw}; X^n_{t}) \) in the update rule is obtained by

\[
\bar{g}(\theta_{kw}; X^n_{t}) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{d \in X^n_{t}} E_{z_d \mid w, d, \theta, \alpha} \left[ \frac{n_{dkw}}{\theta_{kw}} - \frac{n_{dk}}{\bar{\theta}_k} \right]
\]  

where the expectation is computed by running a collapsed Gibbs sampler on the topic assignments \( z_d \) in each document \( d \) separately. Refer to Patterson & Teh (2013) for the full update equation.

Following Patterson & Teh (2013), we set the minibatch size to 50 documents, and for each update of Eqn. (7) we ran 100 Gibbs iterations for each document in the minibatch. The step-sizes were annealed by a schedule \( \epsilon_t = a(1+t/b)^{-c} \). As we fixed \( b = 1000 \) and \( c = 0.6 \), the entire schedule was set by \( a \) which we choose by running parallel chains with different \( a \)’s and then choosing the best.

(d) **D-SGLD**: Our algorithm, D-SGLD for LDA, is built upon SGRLD. To use SGRLD as our base sampler, we only need to multiply the bias correction factor \( \frac{N_s}{N_d} \) to Eqn. (7). We used cyclic rotation as the chain-to-worker scheduler and set the trajectory length \( \tau = 10 \) for all workers while we kept other parameters the same as for SGRLD by default. Particularly, to see the effect of the variance reduction (i.e., sample averaging), we implemented three different versions of D-SGLD, (i) **Complete Coupling** (D-CC), (ii) **Complete Independent** (D-CI), and (iii) **Hybrid** (D-Hybrid). D-CC couples all chains; whereas, D-CI runs independent chains without any interaction among them. D-Hybrid partitions the chains into groups and the averaging is performed only for the chains in the same group. When the variance reduction is used, it was performed at the end of each trajectory; we did not inject any additional noise for correction.
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Figure 3. Perplexity. Left: Wikipedia, Right: Pubmed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>D-SGLD</th>
<th>SGRLD</th>
<th>AD-LDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>10 min.</td>
<td>2.6 hr.</td>
<td>27.7 hr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pubmed</td>
<td>33 min.</td>
<td>16.7 hr.</td>
<td>27.7 hr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Required time to reach the perplexity that AD-LDA obtains after running $10^5$ seconds (27.7 hours).

Additionally, we used the following settings for all algorithms. The predictive perplexities were computed on 1000 separate holdout set, with a 90/10 (training/test) split, and LDA’s hyper-parameters were set to $\alpha = 0.01$ and $\beta = 0.0001$ following Patterson & Teh (2013). The number of topics $K$ was set to 100. Parallelism within a worker is not considered, although D-SGLD can be easily parallelized within a worker.

We evaluate these methods based on the following datasets: (i) Wikipedia corpus, which contains 4.6M articles of approximately 811M tokens in total. We used the same vocabulary of 7702 words as used by Hoffman et al. (2010). For our Python implementation, the memory footprint was 44GB for data and 6GB for system memory. (ii) PubMed Abstract corpus contains 8.2M articles of approximately 730M tokens in total. After removing stopwords and low occurrence (less than 300) words, we obtained a vocabulary of 39,987 words. The memory footprint was 41GB for data and 6GB for variables, (47GB in total, excluding system memory).

**Perplexity.** We first compare the above algorithms in terms of the convergence in perplexity over wall-clock time on 20 homogeneous workers dedicated to the given task only. For D-Hybrid, we set the number of groups, $G$, to 5 and 3 for Wikipedia and Pubmed respectively. For Wikipedia, we set the group size to $R = 4$. For Pubmed, we set the sizes of the three groups to 7, 7, and 6. To examine the effect of the variance reduction strategy, it was continued until the end of the experiment, as opposed to stopping at some point. The step size parameter $\alpha$ was set to 0.0001 for Wikipedia and to 0.0005 for Pubmed.

In Fig. 3 (a) and (b), we first see that all the variants of D-SGLD significantly outperform both AD-LDA and SGRLD. Note that AD-LDA ran in an ideal setting where each worker has equal workloads (in terms of shard size) resulting in negligible block-by-the-slowest delays. As shown in Table 1, D-SGLD required substantially shorter times than AD-LDA and SGRLD to reach the same perplexity level that AD-LDA achieves after running $10^5$ seconds (27.7 hours). Throughout the experiments, Async-LDA always performed worse than AD-LDA given balanced workloads. For the three different versions of D-SGLD, we see that D-CC and D-Hybrid (which use the sample averaging) converge faster than D-CI (which uses independent chains). However, when we couple too many chains as shown in D-CC, it could lead to some lose of accuracy (possibly, due to the bias by the coupling). Hence, in the following experiments, we only use hybrid D-SGLD; a proper group configuration is chosen by cross-validating for a range of group size $R$. Fig. 4 shows other effects of the group configuration by increasing group size ($R$) and number of groups ($G$).

**Dataset size.** In D-SGLD the computation cost per sample $O(n)$ is independent of $N$. AD-LDA, on the other hand, becomes slower as $N$ increases. To see the effect of $N$, we examined the algorithms on random subsets of the full dataset with different sizes, 100K, 1000K, and full, using 20 homogeneous workers. For $N=[100K, 1000K, \text{full}]$, the step sizes $\alpha$ were set to respectively $\alpha=[0.005, 0.0005, 0.0001]$ for Wikipedia and $\alpha=[0.01, 0.005, 0.0005]$ for Pubmed. As shown in Fig. 5, for Wikipedia, D-SGLD showed similar convergence in perplexity (they increase slightly as the size of datasets decreases) while providing better results than AD-LDA in all settings. However, for Pubmed corpus, which has a larger vocabulary and is expected to have a larger number of topics, D-SGLD was not better than AD-LDA for the small (100K) dataset while still had better performance for larger datasets. In fact, SGRLD seemed to work less efficiently (and so
does D-SGLD) for rather small datasets as shown in the original SGRRLD paper based on the NIPS corpus. Nevertheless, we found that (results not shown here) D-SGLD outperforms a single SGRRLD based on a 100K dataset.

Number of workers. We also varied the number of workers while fixing the dataset size to the full. In Fig. 6, we show the results for three cluster sizes, $S = [20, 40, 60]$. As expected, AD-LDA improves linearly by increasing the number of workers (i.e., by reducing local shard sizes). For D-SGLD, we fixed $G$ to 5 and increased only the group size $R$ to 4, 8, 12. Although more workers imposed more communication overhead during sample averaging, D-SGLD showed its scalability by keeping the performance at a similar level (for Pubmed, it is improved). From this result, we calculated the number of workers required by AD-LDA to show a similar speed as D-SGLD with 20 workers. As shown in the Fig. 6, AD-LDA needs 2000 workers for Wikipedia and 800 workers for Pubmed to obtain a similar speed as D-SGLD. (This simple calculation does not include the communication overhead.)

Load balancing. We also examined D-SGLD’s ability to balance the workloads and thus mitigate the block-by-the-slowest problem on 20 workers. To do this, we added dummy delays to half of the workers to make them $D$ times slower. We denote this setting by (1:$D$) and used three settings: $D = [1, 5, 10]$. The actual response delays then became equal by setting the trajectory length to 10 for slow workers and to $D \times 10$ for fast ones. The step size parameter $a$ was set to 0.005 for all settings of Wikipedia and to 0.001 for all settings of Pubmed. Here, we used 100K Wikipedia and 1000K Pubmed corpus because the Async-LDAs (as well as AD-LDA) were too slow for the full datasets. As shown in Fig. 7, D-SGLD with load-balancing through adaptive trajectory sampling converges much faster than those without load-balancing; it also converges faster than Async-LDA.

Number of topics. We tested the effect of the number of topics $K$ by examining $K=[100, 200, 300, 400, 500]$ on 20 homogeneous workers. As shown in Fig. 8, although the packet size increases for large $K$, D-SGLD consistently outperforms SGRRLD for all $K$.

5. Conclusion

We have introduced a novel algorithm, “distributed stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics (D-SGLD)”. Using D-SGLD, the advantages of the sequential minibatch-based MCMC are extended to distributed computing environments. We showed that (i) by adding a proper correction term, our algorithm prevents the local-subset-bias while (ii) reducing communication overhead through adaptive trajectory sampling and load balancing. Furthermore, (iii) it improved convergence speed using a variance reduction strategy. Finally, in several experiments for LDA, we have shown at least an order of magnitude faster con-
vergence speed of D-SGLD over the state of the art both in sequential minibatch-based MCMC and distributed MCMC. We believe that D-SGLD is just one example of a much larger class of powerful MCMC algorithms that combine sampling updates based on minibatches with distributed computation.
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